
Harmonious Variety  
The vibrant and chaotic characteristics of life 

were used as design inspiration during the 

creation of this accessory kitchen. The jungle 

jewel tone green is displayed on Wellborn’s 

Estate Collection and made possible with 

ColorInspire.  A mixture of raised and        

recessed panels, along with the zebra      

patterned tile give this wild design an eclectic 

feel that is sure to catch anyone’s attention. 

The design mixes not only patterns and    

colors, but metals as well. The popular      

Edison light bulbs are housed in natural 

brass cafe pendant light fixtures that       

complement the simple geometric brass 

hardware by award-winning designer, Lewis 

Dolin.  

Cutlery Drawer 

Add our double tiered cutlery tray for a beautiful 

way to store your flatware and utensils while  

maintaining full access to the entire drawer.  

Knife Drawer 

Keep all your knives organized, sharp and 

ready to use, with our knife drawer kit. The 

kit has full extension soft close guides that 

provide full access to the drawer. Have little 

ones? Our magnetic lock kit is the perfect 

solution. The lock system does not require 

the standard keys or keyholes, therefore 

maintaining the look of your drawer front.   



3-Tiered Cabinet Shelving  

Open your cabinet doors and be welcomed with 

three levels of shelves. The small top shelf is  

perfect for your coffee cups, while the two on the     

bottom can hold your plates and bowls in a beau-

tiful setup. The absence of the  center stile gives 

easy access to the contents inside.  

Glass Inserts 

Glass inserts are a great addition that allow 

you to  showcase valuables while protecting 

them at the same time. The options of clear, 

textured and seedy glass, plus the choices 

of various decorative mullions can provide 

new dimensions to any style.  
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Click Here to find out all the details about this design!  

Base Cutlery Pullout  

Every great chef knows that you are only as 

good as your utensils, but having so many   

sizes and brands can make them a nightmare 

to store. That is no longer a concern with this 

organizer! This pullout comes with stainless 

steel utensil bins, knife inserts, and a lower 

shelf for more storage.  

http://wciweb1.wellborn.com/kbis/kbis_portal_2016/set-1.html

